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The Four Lives of Sinbad

SO WH A T A BOUT IT? IT´S MY LIFE ISN `T IT?
Forewords
The book i s at r st wr i tten as an outl i ne,and wi l l l ater be added to,step by step,as and when the
i nspi r ati on wi l l gr ab m e. P hotos and shor t vi deos wi l l al so be added her e and ther e to better
c onvey the story.
It i s i m possi bl e,i m m edi atel y, to m enti on A LL the peopl e who have had i n uenc e on m y l i fe,and to
those I apol ogi se. Som e per sonal r el ati onshi ps ar e al so best l eft as c om pr ehended by the readers
vi ew today, l etti ng,as i t wher e,´sl eepi ng dogs l i e` .
Tore C hri sti ansen

CHAPTER I
The tide´s very low today and exposes large re ecting areas of black against the white breaking crests of the lazy
waves. The rain forest covering the mountains behind are not visible in the dark, just a faint contour of the
towering mountain plateau behind the seaside resort of Ubatuba where I have lived for some fourteen years
now. My seventh cocker spaniel Samantha is at my feet,her nose taking in the airs and eagerly watching a group
of people playing sand volleyball.
Sitting here on a bench, smoking my favorite King Edward cigar, many thoughts springs to mind. Like the long
chain of events bringing me here at the ripe age of 80, I never would have believed, when at the age of fteen I
joined the Norwegian merchant eet on board one of the last steamships for a seven month voyage to East
Africa and Madagascar, that the sunset of my years would be seen from Brazil, more than 6000 nm from my
birthplace.
I suppose I was always an adventurous soul, at the age of ve, frequently doing 'walkabouts' to the centre of
Kristiansand, much to the dismay of my poor mother when she was telephoned by the local police chief with a
plea to please come and collect her super active kid from the local police station, upsetting their routine by
kicking football with the police staff.
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The Germans occupied us in April 1940 and remained for ve long years. I remember their smell and their songs
about 'Wihr fahren gegen Engeland!” but I guess they never made it. My mothers family owned a three
generation bakery so we did´nt starve and I remember no particular hardships as a child.

I recall a hefty row between my parents in a local hotel room before they split, following which I did many
overnight voyages in the years to come between Kristiansand and Oslo with the old coastal steamers “Oslo” and
“Galtesund”, all very adventurous actually,making many friends on the way, I never had problems with
communications and one of my parents usually collected me at the other end amidst a group of laughing people
who I am told thoroughly enjoyed my precocious rhetoric .
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My mother had a spy in a miniscule tobacconist shop and often used to call her
for visuals of her wayward kid´s wanderings. Many years later as a young and
adult sailor, the spy called Borghild Ballestad, or 'Balla' for short delighted in
recalling the aftermath of such an event, when she spotted me and asked “Tore,
where HAVE you been? Your mother has been looking EVERYWHERE for you”.
To which my reply was in a very precocious Oslo dialect: “Has she been on the
'torvet' ? (marketplace)

The ship made a few calls on her way to East Africa via Tilbury docks in London and Gdynia in Poland where I got
thoroughly 'pissed' on local vodka. The year was 1949 and not so long after the end of world war two and I
remember clearly seeing the many huge and female military guards with machine guns slung over their
shoulders and big leather boots. Any group of people exceeding 2 were promptly dispersed by these menacing
guards.
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In Bordeaux I lost my 'virginity' to an amused young half-caste prostitute. This was part of a standard initiating
procedure set by the older and experienced seamen, who all the same kept a close watch on the procedure,
ensuring a safe return of the débutante to the mother ship. I remember one of the 'greasers' playing his
accordion in the communal bathroom on a passage through the North sea in a strong gale, “Gamla Nordsjoen”
(the old north sea) was a popular tune.

At the age of fteen, I decided to take charge of my own destiny and insisted I
wanted to become a sailor. One misty January morning in 1949 I was delivered
on board the ageing steamship “Norefjord” by my dear uncle Arne. I still
remember the ice on the deck and the smell of steam and oil from the engine
room.

Mombasa at night was an exciting experience for a young man. I recall streets full of small shacks made of
bamboo and straw,all lit up with kerosene lamps and hardly any street lights. A very special aromatic smell was
in the hot evening air and the loud sound of singing crickets and frogs. And the people appeared as if out of the
pages of “Stanley and Livingston”.
The ship was also equipped to carry 12 passengers in 1st class accommodation,the sleeping cabins surrounding a
large,central ,mahogany clad area with lounge furniture and a large dining table. I remember we had a
Norwegian missionary family of 4 on their way to Madagascar ,as well as a munch in a violet gown,wearing
sandals, of unknown religion.
While aground,we also encountered a storm,threatening a break-up of the ship. The passengers were
transported in to Mombasa in one of our lifeboats and the crew were commanded to sleep on deck during the
ravages of the storm with all the lifeboats ready for launching. I was told by one of the engineers that sea water
was squirting out from the seams of the the riveted ship side. But all went well,and we survived.
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My father was running a successful small engineering business where I also worked for a short while, my father
hoping I would eventually take over the business. He was a strict man and told me there was no going back
should I decide to go to sea. Coming from the same mould, I too could be very stubborn,and, although there were
many times during the voyage I was tempted to throw in the towel, but gritted my teeth and persevered.

CHAPTER II
Time came to serve my compulsory 18 month national service in the Norwegian Royal Navy which I did on the
destroyer 'Stavanger' with exercises in the winter past North Cape in waters towards Russia and in the English
Channel with the British Navy. To start, I had to join a special artillery course for A.N. crew at the Navy
headquarters at Horten in the Oslofjord which I passed with ´honours´. Then followed an exiting NATO exercise
in the “Kolsaastoppen” bunkers,deep inside the mountain with several allied navies taking part. I also spent some
time on the navy supply ship Ellida moored in Bergen until my release in January 1955.
As a young navy recruit I spent my rst couple of months at the Madla training centre. During my stay in
Stavanger,I met a woman,with whom I had an affair and married. Later we also had a son. Unfortunately, it did
not work out, and some months later,we separated, and nally divorced. This was a dif cult time in both our
lives but we did not wish to punish ourselves or my son by living a life without love,denying ourselves happiness
with someone else.
After 18 months duty in the Navy, I was nally free to join the navigation college in Bergen, which again was a
tough time without saved up funds,and I owe my survival entirely to the 'more than' generous waitresses at the
'Hordalandstova' café on a second floor at Torvalmenningen.

The preceding ships were new and modern motor ships with single cabins
contrasting vastly from the six berth cabin situated aft over the steam steering
engine making the oor too hot to step on without shoes. You can imagine the
condition of this cabin in the tropics.
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I did not have the “middle school” owing to the fact I joined the merchant fleet at 16, and therefore had to join a 3
month course to pass an exam before joining the navigation college. Passed my ´middle school´ exams with flying
colours,following which I took a job at a local ship breaking yard,cutting up a large French merchant ship to earn
a few bucks for my survival until the start of the Navigation classes in Bergen,concluding in Stavanger in July
1956, having passed my examination with the high marks, I joined my rst ship as a 3 rd navigation of cer while
everyone else took a deserved holiday. I was just too broke after 2.5 years ashore with little pay.

I sai l ed on al l together 11 shi ps : K N M Stavanger - ss N or efj or d- Bl ac k H er on- Sunny Gi r l P anam a
Express-Gi ert Tor ger sen-Gl om dal - A l vdal - Stor esand – Skaubr yn – Byfj or d

For most of us who had not ever served on a 'passenger ship' and had only worn the necessary working uniforms,
which for the engineer of cers meant a peak cap with the company´s badge and a sweat shirt, it became a
tremendous culture clash donning a full dress uniform for dinner, white with gold buttons for the tropics. We
were expected to circle in the several bars on board, conversing with our passengers. Unfortunately, for one,
after a great number of in-expensive drinks, (you just signed a little chit and your salary was debited at the end of
the month) the jacket came off, then the tie and he was doing the rock´n roll in a bare torso.
The next morning we were all called on parade in the captain´s cabin and given a strict, one time warning about
instant dismissal should this sort of behaviour ever happen again.
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The homeward passage via East Australia´s Barrier Reef and the Java Sea was a peaceful affair with around 200
paying Australians going for extended holidays exploring Europe, compared to the around 2.000 emigrants
carried on the outward journey.
We were then chartered for a voyage from Southampton to Quebec in Canada with only a hand full of
passengers,some emigrants and others tourists on holidays. We had orders from the captain to ensure that all
the bars were closed by midnight and on one of my rounds I noticed suspicious behaviour from one of the bar
men and asked him to open a bulkhead door behind the bar counter. Five guilty looking passengers, nishing
their drinks were looking apologetically at me, especially one, a tall, good looking lady whom I immediately
arrested and brought to my cabin.
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She told me she was on her way to a small town on the East coast of Canada to get married to an engineer she
had met in London some time ago. Needless to say,her plans were changed,and having explained to her husband
to be and his family,she ew over to Vancouver where she worked until 9 months later when she ew to join me
at Kingston,Jamaica where we had agreed to re-join.

CHAPTER III
Having followed the Skaubryn for yet another journey to Australia, I changed ships to the small laker the Sunny
Girl trading between the Great Lakes and the Caribbean/Ecuador. While we were in Kingston,Jamaica,May had
arrived from Vancouver and we got married at the Melrose Hotel on March 18th,with Capt. Rugaard and Radio
of cer Ragnhil Eitrheim as best man/woman. We had a beautiful wedding ceremony on the large upper balcony
of the hotel carried out by a British reverend. The evening was spent at the local and famous Glass Bucket Club.
My wife accompanied me on board for the next three months as a ´supernumerary` plying between the Great
Lakes and the Caribbean. Later my wife concluded she did not cherish the thought of becoming the lonely wife of
a sailor and wanted me ashore. I consented and I left the sea for good and settled in the UK as a travel clerk with
Mackay Brothers and American Express in Edinburgh,the birthplace of my wife.
Several jobs later, including running a large refrigerated ice-cream van from Wall´s Ice Cream delivering to
hospitals and mental institutions in the Scottish countryside, we went for a summer holiday to my home town
Kristiansand, compliments of Fred Olsen lines 'Blenheim' sailing from Newcastle. This was a gratuitous trip
working for American Express at the time. I was made a job offer in Kristiansand with 'Bjoerneboe Travel' and
we moved to Norway after only two years in Edinburgh. Family and friends made us very welcome and we
bought ourselves a new and modern at in the suburbs near a marina where we soon had our own motor boat to
explore the archipelago of islands.
Memories from our first stay in Norway during the sixties :>

A simple hyperlink.
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Only one week after arrival, I had acquired a 28 foot stylish motor cruiser from
1933 which in the years to come were preceded by a number of other
boats,spending every holiday on cruises down the river Thames and up the East
coast of England.
A simple hyperlink.
Memories from my 20 years in the U.K. :>
With all my wanderings,I had been unable to keep much in touch with my son Geir in Norway,who in the
meantime had become a Radio Operator in the Norwegian merchant eet. We also,earlier,had a rendevous in
Tilbury docks on the Thames while we were on holiday and one of Geir´s ships, the Hoeg Meling made a call in
London. It was a brief meeting but very enjoyable on board our Jabberwocky.
In the summer of 1988 we visited Norway again and enjoying a particularly beautiful sunset,sitting on a rock
near the sea, we were doing some planning for our 'old age' and decided Norway was the best bet. Before
returning, we found a lovely traditional white wooden house overlooking the city and the sea and paid a deposit
to purchase.
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The years went by and my Scottish mother-in-law died,leaving my father-in-law
alone. We therefore decided to return to the UK where we settled in the London
suburb of Middlesex. During this period I held many managerial positions within
the travel industry with companies like Trust Houses Forte, Milbanke Travel,
Hotelplan,Keith Prowse International, American Express,Pan-Am´s World and
others.

A simple hyperlink.

my Jabberwocky ms Caramillo my Eight Bells Video about our life in Norway :>
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Our house in Twickenham was sold in record time and all our furniture and belongings shipped in a container to
Norway. I had earlier acquired a 40´steel motor yacht, the 'Eight Bells' which I delivered up by sea to Harwich
where she was shipped to Norway as deck cargo. Returning to London, I packed the rest of our things in our car
and drove to Harwich for the passage to Kristiansand. My wife had some time to hand over her job and would
follow me after Christmas.
The ship arrived Kristiansand early in the morning and I drove straight down to the 'Bertesbukta' marina where
my beloved 'Eight Bells' were waiting in winter storage. It was a lovely sunny morning and I remember making
myself a good strong cup of coffee from my little portable gas stove when a smiling face appeared, saying 'Now
that looks very nice!' I said:' would you like to join me in a cup of coffee?' And the former editor of Christiansand
´s Tidende,Mr. Seeland said: 'I´d love to', and a friendship was struck. He later told me he had lived in London and
otherwise visited there frequently.
A little later my huge steel container was towering outside my newly acquired house, which had to be emptied
by the end of the day. It was a hard job but an enjoyable one,assisted by my mother and my neighbour 'Jenny', an
elderly lady and a former journalist of the Christiansands Tidende, both drinking coffee in the rather crowded
kitchen amongst packing cases and generally making a nuisance of themselves.
May arrived from London in late January, and I could see she did not look herself. After several exploratory visits
to the doctor it turned out she had acquired a 'rheumatic lung' and after a brief stay at the main 'Rikshospitalet'
in Oslo she died peacefully in September 1989.
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This was a terrible blow after a marriage lasting 32 years. She was buried at the 1000 year old Oddernes church
after a moving and beautiful service. A major epoch of my life was over.. A marriage which lasted 32 years until
her untimely death in 1989.
CHAPTER IV
Bagersmauget
The following 15 years were spent in Kristiansand, at rst running a corner print-shop under the name of Telnet.
I also re-establishing the old company name of 'Yachtmarine' from my earlier London days. There were several
boats offering day charter services to the public, the local council treating them like hunted animals without
homes or rights.
I was instrumental in getting them all for a period to join under the name of Yachtmarine Charters and we
managed to obtain agreement from the harbour master to our own xed berths in the 'Gravanekanalen' with
electricity and phone lines. As I was the only participant without a vessel and one of our other members were
buying a replacement, I purchased the steel motor yacht 'Victoria Regina' and joined the charter trade.

A simple hyperlink.
Our life in Norway : >
This was a turbulent time, ghting the harbour master´s 2-3 larger charter vessels in the press and in person
owing to unfair competition. In the end, their fleet were reduced to one vessel which were later taken over by the
Kristiansand council and is still operating today.
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July in Norway is a holiday month where many companies close their doors simultaneously and is not a good
month for business charter groups,so in 2000, I and a friend took 'Victoria Regina' on a holiday cruise across the
Skagerrak and down the East coast of Denmark and through the Kiel Canal to Cuxhaven at the Elbe estuary
where I found my beautiful 'Eight Bells', then called 'Deda'.
Continuing my cruise itinerary to the Friesian islands of Norderney and Borkum in the North Sea, I returned to
Cuxhaven and concluded the business of purchasing 'Eight Bells' which I would come back for at the end of the
year, hopefully to bring her back for Christmas. After an uneventful passage back to Norway via Sweden and the
annual wooden boat festival in Risoer, I commenced the task of putting 'Victoria Regina' up for sale.

A simple hyperlink.
Chartering in Norway-Cruise to Borkum and collecting Eight Bells :>
In October 2000, a friend helped me drive back my Pajero having delivered all my boating gear on board the
'Eight Bells', now standing on the hard for inspection in Cuxhaven´s 'Fischerei Haven'.
Now followed the complicated task of clearing the vessel from the German Shipping Register and having it reregistered in the Norwegian Ship Register. As the vessel lacked a GA plan as well as the interior layout plan, a
marine architect was employed from Hamburg to measure the vessel and make new drawings, a rather costly
but necessary affair. While waiting for the vessels registration papers from the Norwegian Consul in Hamburg, I
was busy preparing the vessel for the winter journey back to Kristiansand and had moved up the Elbe to
Bruensbuttel where I had friends from my earlier visits.
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Having collected the newly arrived ship´s papers in Hamburg I set off through the Kiel Canal accompanied by a
former engineer employee of the previous owner who had agreed to follow me back to Norway. 'Eight Bells' was
moving like a locomotive and brought us after a couple of nights stop, nally to the Skagen, the last port before
crossing the Skagerrak. The weather had been inclement for the past week with gale force winds and high seas as
is usual in December month at this latitude, so I told my companion he was relived of his duty and could travel
back to his family in time for Christmas as I intended to leave 'Eight Bells' there,take the ferry home and return
after Christmas with friends to sail her back.
Having deposited him on the rst bus that evening I paid a visit to a quaint little pub lled with happy Danes full
of whiskey and merry Christmas cheers. As I sat there,smoking my favourite King Edward with a pint of the best
Skagen draught beer in my other hand, I thought: Damned!! having come this far, now it´s plain sailing across the
Skagerrak, I could easily do this alone provided the gale would abate somewhat. Having checked the maritime
weather forecast for the next few hours it would appear there was a short break before the gales started again.
As I left Skagen harbour at 0500 hrs the following morning,following in the wake of a local shing boat, a heavy
swell slapped her in the bows as we cleared the breakwater. I thought, I can always turn back should the seas
become too rough, but somehow it did´nt and when I rounded the Skagen spit buoy and the dawn came up with a
beautiful sunrise, I tied the wheel on a course for Kristiansand and made myself a strong cup of coffee in the well
equipped galley below.
At landfall in the late afternoon between the lighthouses of Flekkeroy and Groenningen I called my boating
colleagues on my mobile phone advising them of my exact ETA. Coming alongside it seemed everybody was
there to wish me welcome back, curious to see the new addition to the eet. There was just time to secure 'Eight
Bells' at her regular moorings alongside 'Victoria Regina', which still was not sold, before I had to embark the
train for Stavanger, where I had been invited to friends for Christmas.
Jakobs Cafe - Skagen
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During this period and about two years after May´s departure, I was getting tired of being alone and embarked
on an at times rather amusing period of nding a suitable companion. I spent four years with one and 3 with
another until one evening, sitting in my of ce on board my recently acquired 'Eight Bells' sur ng the internet, I
came to 'meet' Dinorá from Sao Paulo in 2001,who later became my wife.
Being very brave and a descendant of the famous Brazilian ´Bandeirantes´,she jumped on a plane and came to
meet me in the month of February with snow still on the ground and ice on the sea. I had moved on board for the
winter to look after the boat and had good heating with oil- lled electric radiators fed from two 220v circuits
from shore so we were quite comfortable.
To cut a long story short,it was ´love at rst bite´for both of us,and Dinorá returned twice more for a 6 months
period in the summer,helping me with my charter operations until I sold my beloved ´Eight Bells´ and moved
permanently to Brazil in May of 2003. But, before that, I returned with Dinorá to Brazil in October 2001 to meet
her parents who lives in the mega town of Sao Paulo. At this point I´d better explain that whilst Dinorá is around
half of my age,I was also several years older than her father and was a little apprehensive as to how he would
react to our marriage plans. As it happened, all my fears were unfounded ,as age differences are quite common
in Brazil and,as it turned out,I have the greatest in-laws any one could wish for although we still,8 years
later,have great dif culties making any kind of sensible conversation,or perhaps that is why we have such a good
relationship...
In 2002 Dinora came back to Norway via Gothenburg where I collected her by the cruise ferry from
Kristiansand where our wedding was all prepared. Ferry to Gothenburg to collect the Bride :>
On our wedding day,27 July 2002,we were collected from ms Eight Bells by our best man/woman, Helge and
Tove,by horse and carriage with owers and champagne to the town hall and the judge´s of ce. Returning the
same way by horse and carriage we made a sweep of the town´s park and the famous sh pier before embarking
for the wedding cruise on board ms Eight Bells with all our guests to a beautiful,remote bay on the East side of
Flekkeroya where we anchored while the festivities took place. See the video for details.
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A simple hyperlink.
Our wedding cruise on ms Eight Bells :>
I spent two winter seasons (summer there) in Brazil in a at we rented in the seaside holiday town of Ubatuba,a
town with approximately the same population and physical structure as my home town of Kristiansand. I ew
back in the spring to prepare the boat for the charter season and returned in October,having put the boat in
´mothballs´for the winter,safely in the sheltered and ice-free Gravanekanalen.
During the winter of 2002-2003 I had been advertising my ´Eight Bells´ for sale in Norway,hoping I would not
have to return for another summer season. Luckily,only a few days before my return ight I had a phone call
from an interested buyer and after a day of trials,he agreed to buy her and I helped him sail the boat to his home
base at ´Akers Brygge´ in Oslo from where he intended to operate his charter business. We had very rough
weather all the way along the East coast of Norway,stopping over night in the quaint coastal town of Risoer.
Having spent the night on board after arrival,and a quick visit to the Brazilian Embassy to collect my permanent
visa,I was on the train back to Kristiansand.

A simple hyperlink.
Exit from Norway in 2003 :>
In early May,having spent a few days sorting out my personal belongings,taken care of by a shipping company for
later despatch to Brazil, and nalizing details of selling my house to the son of a friend of mine, I was once again
on the plane winging it´s way back to Sao Paulo via London.

A simple hyperlink.
Fleeting memories from around the world :>

A simple hyperlink.
The women in my life (family and friends) :>
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CHAPTER VI – BRAZIL
After a long (12hrs) and tiring ight with hardly any leg room,I was met at Guarulhos airport in Sao Paulo by
Dinora and her family who drove us to their home in Cambuci,the old part of town,where we all had a great
welcome celebration. It was good to be home in my new country.
A couple of days later we were once again leaving Sao Paulo on the busy motorway to Taubaté and down the
steep,winding curves to our at in the rain forest of Ubatuba. Having visited several estate agents and even more
houses,we finally settled for a lovely,two story house,set in 600 sqm of garden,backing up to a green,tree covered
hill. It is located within the attractive,open condominium of Parque Vivamar where all streets are named after
the great seas of the world,ours being “Rua Mar Mediterraneo”.
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Following all the formalities of the purchase documents etc. we quickly moved our stuff from the cosy little at
we had rented in Itagua for 2 years. A few days later we travelled to the seaport of Santos to claim our two
pallets of household goods received from Norway. I could write a book about the formalities and red-tape
involved,quite exhausting. However,after a late dinner and overnight stay at a comfortable hotel overlooking the
beach,we were on our way home along the coast. The truck from Santos arrived in the afternoon with our two
pallets,which kept us busy a couple of days getting it all in place in our new home. My in-laws from Sao Paulo
were visiting, who gave us great assistance.

A simple hyperlink.
Brazil impressions and visits to the ´highlands´ :>
So, I´d nally done it,moved lock stock and barrel on a permanent,retirement visa to a small coastal town,much
similar to my home town Kristiansand,and within 10 minutes walk to Itagua Beach, and within a 10-20 min drive
to dozens of palm-clad Atlantic beaches. The scenic,old town of Paraty,and the large yachting centre of Angra
dos Reis is but an hours drive away to the North, and the lovely island of Ilhabela and sea port of Sao Sebastiao
lies only 1.5 hours to the South.

A simple hyperlink.
A visit to scenic Paraty and the Piratas Mall Marina in Angra :>
Ubatuba itself is a fairly ordinary town with few special features,apart from the huge rain forest (Mata Atlantica)
at the back and the endless SW Atlantic ocean to the front. It features several small marinas in Itagua as well as 34 larger marinas 20 min to the South at Saco do Ribeira.
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Having already explored some of the highland resorts of Serra do Natividad and Campos do Jordao during my
previous two winters here,now remains many trips to beaches,resorts and marinas along the Costa
Verde,between Angra dos Reis and Santos. We are also having frequent trips to my in-laws in Sao Paulo to
celebrate family occasions and visits to the many,enormous shopping centres.
One of the rst things I learned,Brazil is not for beginners. Many things are VERY different,and you have to have
a lot of patience. Their legal system is from the French revolution and full of bureaucracy. For this reason,you
virtually find a lawyer on every corner. An overview of my life in Brazil :>
The Brazilians also have their own interpretation of expressions. YES means PROBABLY NOT, NO means
PROBABLY and so on... Otherwise,the Brazilians are easy to understand,they either LOVE you, or KILL you!!
We soon of course acquired a boat, a 16 feet aluminium runabout with a 50 hp outboard. Constructed for use in
river estuaries it had a ribbed hull and amazingly seaworthy for it,s size. We covered an amazing stretch of
coastline with 'Starway' and frequently visited the nearby Anchieta Island,a former prison colony,now a nature
reserve.

A simple hyperlink.
Our beloved launch, Starway and Escunas of Brazil :>
Our rst car was a Ford Verona we called 'COKY' as part of it's number plate, with which we had many
excursions to areas within a day's run.

More to fol l ow at a l ater date.
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